
Erin Michelson, Founder + CEO │ Tech Entrepreneur │ Adventure Philanthropist

Erin Michelson is Founder + CEO of Summery, an AI-driven, data 
analytics company that leverages behavior science to measure, assess, 
and activate individual values and quantify organizational culture.

A former SVP with a global bank, Erin left her financial career to become a tech 
entrepreneur dedicated to helping others discover their own social impact values.  
Erin has earned three academic degrees and is author of the 
Adventure Philanthropist book series. She has traveled to more 
than 100 countries volunteering with humanitarian organizations 
and continues to live as a digital nomad.

Recognition: 

• An AI for Good: ESG / AI Leader of the Year - 2022 
• Forbes #Next1000 Entrepreneur - 2021

Social Impact: A donation to a nonprofit organization is 
given to honor the collective values of audience members.

Speaking Topics: Entrepreneurship / Leadership / Data Science / Technology / Inspiration 

Quantifying the 
‘S’ in ESG: Using AI 
to Measure Social 

Impact

How AI Can 
Identify Toxic Work 
Cultures & Increase 

Employee Trust

Social Impact & 
Data Science: 

Using Prescriptive 
Analytics for 

Collective Action

Discover your 
Unique Kindness to 
Thrive Personally & 

Professionally

How to Build 
Cultural Alignment 
for a Happier, More 
Fulfilled Workforce

“Erin’s presentation was engaging, entertaining and best of all she 
challenged our people to get involved in a way that best suits our skills 
and resources. Erin has a unique ability to deliver a professional yet 
totally personal story.”

—Chris Klug, Global Business Manager, Microsoft 

“We were happy to bring the KindQ to our team here at Salesforce. 
Seeing the giving personalities of our teammates and the data-driven 
donation representing their collective values was not only insightful, but 
a fun way to engage our team.”

—Alana Shain, Technology Culture & Innovation, Salesforce

“Erin spoke with polish and enthusiasm, inspiring a sold-out 
Commonwealth Club crowd with tales of her adventure philanthropy 
and the potential for their own.”

—George Dobbins, VP of Programs, Commonwealth Club of California

“Erin brought AI to life for our class giving students hands-on experience 
interacting with AI technology.”

— Becky Duane, Adjunct Assistant Professor at NYU Wagner Graduate School 
of Public Service

Profiled in:

415.696.1624  |  erin@summery.ai  |  www.summery.ai 


